
PROSTHESIS

How to assemble and disassemble an  
inLink® lock?07

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
SOLUTION 1 : LABORATORY

SOLUTION 2:  PRACTITIONER / CORRESPONDENT 

Long ball wrench  
Ref.  INBW100L

Definitive locks assembled  
on grippers

Ref.  ILL200 - ILLG200

inLink® disassembly wrench
Ref.  IL-TOOL1

 a. Solution 1 : With the inLink® 2-in-1 wrench
 
The procedure is the same whether the lock is standard or 
guiding.
Take the inLink® 2-in-1 wrench, remove the cap on the “IN” side. 
Place the lock in the ring, aligning the small notches of the ring 
with the tip side of the lock.
Clip the group on the uncapped part of the inLink® 2-in-1 
wrench, with the spurs of the wrench positioned in the notches 
of the lock ring.
Reposition and press the cap on the wrench on a worktop.
Turn lightly the cap to reveal the head of the lock, as this will 
allow the lock to be guided into the prosthesis.    
Take the prosthesis, position the lock head in the machined 
housing of the prosthesis and press the inLink®  wrench.
Turn the inLink® wrench anticlockwise until it stops, then 
remove the wrench.  

Now check the proper placement of the lock by applying  
pressure in the lock channels, on the lock,  
using a ball wrench.
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Part used for the disassembly of the lock «OUT»

inLink® 2-in-1 wrench
Ref.  IL-TOOL2

Standard definitive 
lock

Ref.  ILL100
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Long ball wrench
Ref.  INBW100L

1. Assembly of an inLink® lock
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PLEASE NOTE

Photo credits: Goderfoy De Maupeou - All rights reserved - Non-contractual pictures.

• The inLink® 2-in-1 wrench is used to assemble and disassemble the locks.  

• The locks may also be assembled with locks mounted on grippers.

• Check the correct placement of the lock by applying pressure in the lock channels, 
   on the lock, using a ball wrench.
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b. Solution 2 : With defi nitive locks assembled on grippers   

These parts are designed for the maintenance of the locks in dental practice, 
to avoid handling the inLink® 2-in-1 wrench.
They are available for the standard (ILL200) or guiding (ILLG200) locks.
Place the gripper on the prosthesis.        
Push the axis of the gripper to insert the lock and ring in the prothesis. 
Turn the gripper anticlockwise until it stops.   
Now check the propoer placement of the lock by applying pressure in the lock 
channels, on the lock, using a ball wrench.

The procedure is the same with an inLink® 2-in-1 wrench or with an inLink®

disassembly wrench.

Place the long ball wrench in the lock channels of the lock to disassemble.  
The fastening lock comes out.
Hold the ball wrench and fully turn the inLink® 2-in-1 wrench to the “OUT” 
side or the disassembly wrench on the lock.  The ball wrench can then be 
removed.
Keep the prosthesis in place while pulling it out, turn the inLink® wrench in the 
direction shown in the diagram.
The lock and its ring come out of the prosthesis, screwed on the inLink®  wrench.
Unscrew the lock from the inLink® wrench with the long ball wrench.
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Defi nitive locks assembled on grippers

Standard- ILL200

Guiding - ILLG200

Disassembly of an inLink® lock2.


